Abstract
Nowadays complex interventions are made possible because of improved materials including catheters, microcatheters, introducers and imaging modalities. Image guidance is the center of each intervention in interventional radiology (IR). Image guidance helps to ‘see’ the lesion, to ‘reach’, to ‘treat’ and to ‘assess’, both the procedure success and the absence of complication. This image guidance is improving, along with various imaging techniques, and is used more and more for complex interventions. Three types of image guidance techniques are distinguished: 1) X-ray-related image guidance based on computed tomography (CT), fluoroscopy, 2D angiography, 3D angiography and cone-beam CT (CBCT); 2) non-X-ray-based image guidance based on ultrasound (US), magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and electromagnetic guidance; and 3) multimodality image guidance based on image fusion using pre-procedural 3D imaging overlaid with intra-procedural imaging as CBCT or US.

X-ray-related image guidance is the most commonly used and is adapted for endovascular or percutaneous intervention with limited angulation (i.e., lung biopsy).

Non-X-ray-related imaging is usually adapted for percutaneous interventions such as biopsy, drainage and ablation in solid organs like kidney or liver; MRI intervention is used in limited number of centers for various percutaneous interventions (i.e., mammary, bone or kidney), and electromagnetic image guidance enables navigation on pre-procedural CT scan imaging for percutaneous interventions with larger angle accesses.

With multimodality image guidance, the combination from two 3D image sets improve pre-procedural images.
and guidance possibilities. Image fusion with CBCT particularly helps endovascular procedures such as transarterial chemoembolization (Figure 1), prostate artery embolization (Figure 2), endovascular abdominal aortic repair (EVAR) and complex EVAR (Figure 3), and also percutaneous organs access with acute angles (<45°). Multimodality image guidance based on US-guided intervention overlays pre-intervention CT or MRI imaging, particularly for liver or kidney interventions.

For any intervention, the choice of radiologist includes the image guidance type that will facilitate the procedure at each step and both reduce X-ray exposure and the need for iodinated contrast. The knowledge of all the image guidance possibilities is key in this choice. Moreover, image guidance is constantly improving by the development of more and more precise and informative diagnostic imaging and the development of various automatic and semi-automatic software (e.g., virtual perfusion in chemoembolization using CBCT).
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**Figure 3:** 3D overlay with a CTA during deployment of an aortic stentgraft without contrast injection.